As governments become progressively more
mobile, the needs for mobile police solutions have
grown exponentially. With ever expanding use of
mobile terminals and sophisticated information
technology equipment, strengthening the
collection and collation of police information
through s-blox can enable police agencies to
handle tasks and urgent situations more
efficiently, effectively, and successfully.
Ready for the future!

S-Blox Mobile Police
Solution
Your Unified Communications tools from
anywhere at anytime
More info?
Contact your account manager or surf to: www.s-blox.com

As a company committed to
enterprise mobility, S-Blox
recognized the tremendous number
of electronic files, emails, web
pages, video files, and other forms
of multi-media exchanged as part of
any team’s business process. These
different files and
formats represent 80% of total
information shared by teams, open
scattered in various silos, and thus
challenging to unify and manage.
Thus, s-blox App was launched, a
product which unifies teams with
group collaboration and integrates
disparate applications into the same
centralized platform for the most
efficient information management.
Our Collaboration App “s-blox” is a
co-development effort between us
and our Silicon Valley technology
partner Moxtra, co-founded by the
visionary subrah iyar, the same cofounder of Webex.
Thanks to the S-Blox UC solution,
organizations gets immediate
access to people, data and
applications anytime, anywhere, on
any device. A single unified platform
that combines different features:
group chats, audio and video
conferences, file sharing, file

annotation, task management and
more: all in single, integrated
product accessible from any
device, anywhere, and on any
platform. Customers from a variety
of backgrounds can begin to
leverage these one-stop, team
collaboration capabilities, as they
greatly enhance business process.

Tailored for Police
agencies

It’s S-Blox’s mission to help law
enforcement agencies optimize its
processes by integrating
communication tools in an
innovative and cost-effective way.
That is why we support all current
and future interactions - internal or
external - anywhere, anytime and
anyhow. Instead of having to deal
with technical complexity, S-Blox
allows operations to run more

efficiently and smoothly by
being a partner for all
connectivity and
communication needs.
We offer law enforcement
agencies one single service
desk for all their fixed and
mobile communication which
helps them move away from
the current hard-to-manage
communication environment
involving different contracts,
SLAs, etc.
S-Blox private cloud UC
answers all communication
needs and makes current
environments and dispersed
networks a small and wellconnected place!

S-Blox offers a range of collaboration solutions to ensure that everyone in
your organization are accessible everywhere and have access to applications
and data always. Our Private Cloud UC is the perfect solution if you are
looking for a secure, flexible and collaborative service.
Benefits
• Anytime Anywhere reachability
hence the Mobile 1st approach.
• One Click Away communications
accessibility to individuals, WhatsApp
style.
• Gain flexibility and scalability. Our
UC solution is a modular, scalable
solution which provides a quick and
flexible response to your evolving
needs.
• Tailored to law agencies’ problems
hence ability to customize user
experience with vertical
requirements.
• Contextualization of
communications, by presenting all
information possible about the call in
a persistent chat rooms holding all
past data and information about the
call history thus saving time.
• Simplicity of Communications, easy
to implement, Self-explanatory and
with minimal support needed.
• Make your collaboration tools easily
available to your employees. S-Blox
puts together different
functionalities, allowing all employees
to communicate and collaborate as
efficiently as possible. Give your users
the ability to Meet, share content,
add rich graphics and vocal
annotations and hold conversations,
etc.
• Secure. Authentication, single sign-

on, data in rest & data in motion
SSL/TLS & AES encryption, and
reliability & redundancy.

• Network adaptability. S-blox
adapts to variable network
performance by optimizing the
network’s bandwidth usage,
reduce network congestion and
improve performance.

The challenge
How do police agencies effectively
manage the movement and transfer
of police information? This is a
question that all police departments
face in the digital age. Police
departments need to ensure that
each and every mobile terminal is
safely managed. Not only is the
focus on effective
integration of information and
analytics, but also on maintaining a
secure channel for data in transit
and protection of data.

The Solution
s-blox provides mobile information
management solutions suitable for
numerous mobile police forces. The
inherent nature of police work
produces copious information logs,
forensic files, video captures, live
recordings, etc. It’s often difficult to
centralize this unstructured
information (in numerous different
file formats) onto a single,
integrated platform. However, sblox’s collaborative solutions enable
these various channels to be
integrated into a single, secured
location.

Files any format can be uploaded
into s-blox, which supports live
file viewing directly within the
platform, effectively achieving
unified management of all files
and channels within the system
natively.
In addition to file management
capabilities, s-blox’s rich
annotation suite further
enhances remote
communication efficiencies for
police officers, especially in the
field. For example, while
analyzing forensic information,
police officers can use
sophisticated annotation tools
and voice tags to explain the key
details of a given situation
precisely, virtually instantly.
s-blox’s video conferencing
capabilities allow police officers
in need to immediately escalate
to a group meeting for help,
where officers receive
immediate understanding and
response, regardless of the
situation. Video and
communicative recordings are
saved in persistence and
encrypted with military-grade
protocols in any location of
choice by the police agency,
where they can be crossreferenced with other integrated
data sources, all while leveraging
best-in-class encryption
methodologies.

More info?
Contact your account manager or surf to: www.s-blox.com

